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ABSTRACT

Modern software development tools such as issue trackers are often complex and multi-purpose tools that provide access to an immense amount of raw information. Unfortunately, developers sometimes feel frustrated when they cannot easily obtain the particular information they need for a given task; furthermore, the constant influx of new data — the vast majority of which is irrelevant to their task at hand — may result in issues being “dropped on the floor”.

In this paper, we present a developer-centric approach to issue tracking that aims to reduce information overload and improve developers’ situational awareness. Our approach is motivated by a grounded theory study of developer comments, which suggests that customized views of a project’s repositories that are tailored to developer-specific tasks can help developers better track their progress and understand the surrounding technical context. From the qualitative study, we uncovered a model of the kinds of information elements that are essential for developers in completing their daily tasks, and from this model we built a tool organized around customized issue-tracking dashboards. Further quantitative and qualitative evaluation demonstrated that this dashboard-like approach to issue tracking can reduce the volume of irrelevant emails by over 99% and also improve support for specific issue-tracking tasks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools and Techniques; D.2.7 [Software Engineering]: Distribution, Maintenance, and Enhancement

General Terms

Design, Experimentation, Human Factors
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1. INTRODUCTION

Software developers work in complex, heterogeneous technical environments that involve a wide variety of tools and artifact repositories [23, 33]. These tools frequently provide generalized interfaces that can be used by many kinds of stakeholders including not only developers but also managers, QA, technical support, and marketing staff. Since these tools aim to provide a unified experience for every user, they may present information in a generic way, perhaps augmented by complex querying mechanisms to aid in narrowing the focus of the user’s queries. At the same time, the complexity of these systems continues to increase [45], as does the amount of information any single user needs to consider. For example, at the start of 2002 the Mozilla project issue-tracking repository contained around 117,500 issues, but by January 2013 it had reached 825,734, an average of over 175 new issues per day over 11 years (Figure 2). The flood of information that developers need to keep track of is always increasing because any update on an issue triggers an automatic email being sent to the developers involved with this issue (either by reporting it, leaving a comment, being assigned to fix it, or being on the CC list). Since much of this data is related only tangentially to the task at hand, there is an increased risk that a developer may miss something truly important amid the deluge: “Bugzilla doesn’t let you control the flow enough, 5000 email in a month and most of it doesn’t relate to my work.”

One way to help developers manage the increasing flow of information is to provide them with personalizable development tools that work to highlight details that are most important to their specific needs, while eliding the rest [41]. In this paper, we describe a qualitative study that identified an industrial desire for this kind of customization for issue-tracking systems. From this study we derived a model that captures the notion of the data and tasks developers want to have personalization support for. We then created and validated a high-fidelity prototype organized around personalized dashboards that provides a custom view of the issue-tracking repository; we do this by filtering irrelevant details and metadata from the issue-tracking system, and equipping developers with information relevant to their current tasks. Through qualitative and quantitative measures we evaluated our approach for its ability to reduce information overload.
overload while being able to improve developers' awareness of the issues they are working on and support their daily tasks.

Issue trackers have long been used by software teams to report, discuss, and track both defects and new features. While the collaborative demands of this problem space are well met by modern issue trackers [1, 21, 39], some routine kinds of tasks are poorly supported; a particular sore point is the weak support provided to developers in building and maintaining a detailed understanding of the current state of their system: What is the current status of my issues? Who is blocking my progress? How am I blocking others?

These limitations can be overcome by adding detailed information that is specific to developers and their tasks, and by providing the technical means for developers to create these personalized views themselves: “Querying in Bugzilla is hard; have to spend a few minutes to figure out how to do the query.” That is, offering developers customizable means of filtering information — such as via dashboards — can help them better maintain situational awareness about both the issues they are working on and how they are blocking other developers’ progress on their own issues [3]. This finding is similar to the one described by Treude and Storey [42] who demonstrated that dashboards are used mainly for providing developers with high-level awareness (e.g., tracking the overall project status). In this work, we propose a model of the information needs for issue tracking based on the concepts and themes that emerged from a qualitative analysis of interviews with industrial developers. This model highlights the information needed to support daily development activities and tasks. From this model we constructed a prototype, refined this prototype as a tool implemented as developer dashboards, and validated the tool with the Mozilla developers. We show that these dashboards can help developers maintain their awareness on the project, as well as overcome the burden of managing a high volume of mostly irrelevant changes.

Some issue trackers already offer awareness features to help users to track recent activity on the projects. For example, in GitHub this feature is expressed by allowing users to manually ‘watch’ and ‘follow’ issues of interest. Bitbucket has recently (added April 2014) offered the ability to organize issues by a developer’s involvement with them. While issue trackers provide filters to organize issues and tasks, this is a manual process that requires explicit user interaction and effort. Thus, this paper aims to 1) identify developer needs to support their issue reporting and fixing activities (expressed in a new model of issue tracking) and 2) offer a working solution that overcomes current limitations of many modern issue trackers by automatically providing customized views that do not require user interaction to configure that enable them to remain aware of the issues relevant to them in their repositories.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- A qualitative analysis of industrial developers' perceptions of the shortcomings of their widely-deployed issue tracker (Section 2).
- A model of information needs that describes the data and tasks developers want to have personalized within their issue-tracking system (Section 3).
- A tool that refines the model for the Bugzilla issue-tracking system and an industrial validation of this tool (Section 4).

Based on the industrial feedback for our developer dashboard we are currently in the process of deploying the tool to industrial teams working with the Bugzilla issue-tracking systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our methodology and the study setting. In Section 3, we discuss the results of the qualitative study on the set of interviews with developers and introduce our model of issue tracking. Section 4 provides an illustration of our high-fidelity prototype and describes our final tool together with

Figure 1: Our research method. In a qualitative analysis of the data from the interviews with industrial developers, we uncovered a model of the information needs for issue tracking based on the concepts of the key limitations of issue tracking that emerged during the open coding analysis (grounded theory). From this model we constructed a prototype, validated it, refined into a tool that supports developers’ situational awareness and validated this tool with the industrial developers.

Figure 2: Mozilla’s bug growth.
its quantitative validation (bug mail compression) and qualitative evaluation (via interviews with developers). Section 5 summarizes prior related work. Section 6 offers a high-level discussion on improving issue-tracking systems that is motivated by our experiences, discusses future research directions and also addresses possible threats to validity of our work. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the contributions of this work.

2. QUALITATIVE STUDY

We have used a mixed method approach [14] consisting of three main steps (Figure 1): 1) data collection and analysis (open coding of industrial interviews); 2) a model of issue tracking that emerged during the qualitative analysis; this model supports customizable means of filtering software development tool information and is instantiated in a prototype which has been validated via interviews; and 3) tool development and its industrial validation (bug mail compression and interviews).

2.1 Data Collection

The initial data collection was performed as a part of the Mozilla Anthropology project [5]; this project was started in late 2011 to examine how various Mozilla community stakeholders make use of the Bugzilla issue-tracking system, and to gain a sense of how Bugzilla could be improved in the future to better support the rapidly-growing Mozilla community. During this process, Martin Best of the Mozilla Corporation conducted 20 one-hour interviews with active developers from various Mozilla projects. These interviews solicited feedback on various aspects of how developers interact with issues throughout their life cycle. The main goal of the Anthropology project was to identify trends that could help locate key problem areas with issue management, as well as best practices related to the use of Bugzilla. The full text of these transcripts is available online [5]; as far as we know ours is the first analysis of this data set.

2.2 Data Analysis

As the data collection was driven by an industrial initiative and conducted by a Mozilla employee, our analysis of the interview transcripts was exploratory: we had no predefined goals or research questions. Our interest was purely to understand how developers use their issue tracking systems.

We applied a grounded theory methodology to analyze the interview transcripts; as we had no predefined groups or categories, we performed an open coding approach to analyze the data. As we analyzed the quotes, sub-themes, themes and concept categories emerged and evolved during the open coding process [36].

The first author (Baysal) created all of the “cards”, splitting 20 interview transcripts into 1,213 individual units; these generally corresponded to individual cohesive statements, which we call comments. In further analysis, the first two authors (Baysal and Holmes) acted as coders to group cards into sub-themes, merging sub-themes into themes and developing concept categories. We proceeded with this analysis in three steps:

1. The two coders independently performed card sorts on the cards extracted from the interview transcripts of three participants — P1, P2, and P3 — to identify initial card groups (we refer to these groups as sub-themes in Section 2). The coders then met to compare and discuss their identified groups.

2. The two coders performed another independent round, sorting the comments of participants P4, P5, and P6 into the groups that were agreed-upon in the previous step. We then calculated and report the intercoder reliability to ensure the integrity of the card sort. We selected two of the most popular reliability coefficients for nominal data: percent agreement and Krippendorff’s Alpha (see Table 1). Intercoder reliability is a measure of agreement among multiple coders for how they apply codes to text data. To calculate agreement, we counted the number of cards for each emerged group for both coders and used ReCal2 [24] for calculations. The coders achieved a high degree of agreement; on average two coders agreed on the coding of the content 98.5% of the time.

3. The rest of the card sort — the comment of participants P7–P20 — was performed by both coders together.

To make sense of the groups identified in the card sort, the 91 groups were clustered into 15 related themes, which were in turn organized into 4 concept categories; this was done using an affinity diagram, which helps to sort a large number of ideas into related clusters for analysis and review [10]. We generated the affinity diagram in three steps: 1) the names of the groups were printed on cards and attached to a whiteboard; 2) the groups were clustered on the whiteboard into related themes, and these themes were further clustered into high-level concept categories; and 3) each of the themes and concept categories was given a representative name. The final organization of concept categories, themes and sub-themes, as well as the results of the open coding and affinity diagram methods are available [2].

<p>| Table 1: Average Scores of Intercoder Reliability. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent Agreement</th>
<th>Krippendorff’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>98.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>98.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. A NEW MODEL OF ISSUE TRACKING

As a result of our exploratory study, we devised a developer-centric model of issue-tracking systems that addresses many of the key challenges that the study uncovered. The improvements are organized around the concepts that emerged during the card sort process. The model was then instantiated as a high-fidelity prototype (described in Section 4.1.1) that addresses the perceived limitations of the issue tracking platform and its incumbent processes; this was done by providing developer-specific enhancements to aid in task-specific decision making.

3.1 Model Categories

During our qualitative study of the twenty Mozilla interviews, four high-level concept categories emerged from the data, along with 15 themes and 91 sub-themes. Each concept category consisted of between two and six themes, and related to a different aspect of how Mozilla developers interact with Bugzilla while performing their daily tasks. Table 2
Table 2: Overview of Concept Categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Quotes</th>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Situational awareness</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Support</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressiveness</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything else</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

presents an overview of the concept categories, as well as the count of the participants, quotes, and sub-themes.

The four concept categories that emerged during the card sort do not correspond directly to the tasks developers perform daily; rather, they are a combination of actions developers perform when considering and executing these tasks. In this section, we provide an overview of the first three concept categories; the last one, which we named “Everything else”, includes Mozilla internal topics that are not relevant to this discussion. We now highlight some of the key observations raised by a plurality of the interviewed developers, particularly those relevant to the notion of reducing information overload. In our report [2], for each theme and sub-theme we list the number of individual participants commenting on a certain issue and the total number of quotes given. For each sub-theme we suggest a synthetic quote that summarizes the common motif.

3.1.1 Situational Awareness

Email is a primary way of receiving bugs and communication updates. Developers have to manage the flood of emails they receive daily. As a result, developers find it hard to determine the current status of the bug they are working on where it is bug is in the bug-fixing process.

One of the most surprising concept categories we found clustered a series of themes and sub-themes that relate the idea of situational awareness. Situational awareness is a term from cognitive psychology; it refers to a state of mind where a person is highly attuned to changes in their environment [20]. The term is an apt description of how software developers must maintain awareness of what is happening on their project, to be able to manage a constant flow of information as issues evolve, and be able to plan appropriate actions. Developers often find themselves trying to identify the status of a bug — What is the current status of the issue? What is blocking this issue? What issues am I blocking? Who is the best person to review the patch? — as well as trying to track their own tasks — How many bugs do I need to triage, fix, review, or follow up on?

15 of the 20 participants expressed a desire in having private dashboards that would allow them to track their own activity and quickly determine the what changes had occurred since the last time they had examined the issue: “[A] gigantic spreadsheet of bugs he is looking at. It would be useful to know how the bugs have changed since he last looked” (P11). Since developers can track only a limited number of issues in their heads, they desired “a personal list of bugs without claiming them” (P8) and ability to “get info based on what has changed since the last time I looked at it” (P6).

Since tasks such as code review require collaboration or otherwise depend on others, developers expressed a desire: “to better understand what people are working on and how it fits with [their tasks]” (P11). Knowing what others are working on can enable assigning more relevant tasks to people: “[I] frequently uses the review queue length to see who might be the quickest” (P17). In addition, workload transparency can enable better load balancing: “to spread the load on key reviewers” (P3).

Situational awareness also crosscuts many of the other sub-themes from the other categories such as Supporting Tasks::Code Review::Recommending Reviewers where developers wanted the ability to determine the work load of a reviewer before requesting a review; this could be captured in a public dashboard that showed the reviewer’s current queue.

3.1.2 Task Support

Bugzilla is the main venue for developers to collaborate on bug reporting and triage, code review activities, communication, release management, etc. However, the lack of good sorting and filtering mechanisms increases the effort required to perform these tasks.

Developers also had a number of comments that related directly to their daily tasks, including code review, triage, reporting, testing, and release management.

All interviewed developers expressed concerns with current support for tasks related to code review. Code review is an essential part of the development process at Mozilla; every patch is formally reviewed before it can be committed. “The review system doesn’t seem to be tightly integrated into Bugzilla” (P10).

When a submitting patch for review, a developer must specify the name of a person they are requesting a review from. Deciding who is the “best” reviewer to send a patch to can be challenging since this requires estimating the workloads of others in addition to having an understanding of their expertise. Being able to get a list of reviewers along with their workloads would reduce the amount of time required to get a patch approved: “He will go to the review requests page and look up people’s review queue lengths to see who might be quickest” (P17). Developers also want to be sure that they are not blocking others; they want to be able to easily assess their own review queues. One developer explained that he sorts his bug mail: “so that it shows only the reviews that are asked of him” (P20).

While developers face challenges managing a large flow of issues they are working with, Bugzilla also lacks good sorting and filtering mechanisms needed for tasks such as bug triage and sorting: “The lack of ability to filter mixed with the volume makes it an overwhelming task. A lot of rework in sorting bugs rather than actually triaging it and moving it along” (P9). One of the limitation of Bugzilla is that its interface is “cluttered with rarely-used fields” (P5). The amount of the metadata displayed to its users makes it difficult to search for the information that the developers need. Developers wanted to be able to sort information “based on tag values” (P5).
3.1.3 Expressiveness

Developers did not want Bugzilla to prevent them from modifying issues in a way that worked for them; in particular, they wanted to be able to express themselves in a variety of ways to convey information to other stakeholders. Expressiveness in Bugzilla is achieved in part through the large number of labelled fields available for entry on issues including whiteboard terms, keywords, tracking flags, priorities, components, etc. These fields are used as “sort of a tagging system” (P4) during issue management including tracking status, seeking approval, highlighting important information on a bug, or making version names and numbers. While these fields are important for grouping and organizing issues in addition to communicating awareness and interest on issues, they are often used in a project- or team-specific manner. Therefore, developers desired a good tagging system that “could get rid of many fields” (P5) as “a cross between the keyword field and whiteboard field” (P5).

Prioritization is another concept that appears to be poorly supported in Bugzilla. Some fields such as severity and priority do not have a clear definition and thus are often used incorrectly. Developers explained that “priority and severity are too vague to be useful” (P5) and “everyone doesn’t use priority levels consistently” (P11). Instead of “prioritizing en masse” (P5), developers seek a means to “set our own priorities on bugs” (P15) or team priorities on issues and tasks and sort them based on their importance: “team decides priority as a group, P1: forget about everything else, P2: have to do, P3: don’t look until later” (P12).

3.2 Key Information Sets

We hypothesize that many of the developers’ comments in the concept categories of situational awareness, supporting tasks, and expressiveness can be tackled through the creation of custom views of issue-tracking systems; these views can be tailored for individual developers by filtering relevant information from the issue-tracking system. In general, the information that developers are trying to keep up with is usually stored within the issue-tracking repository, it is just hard to access. The primary means that developers currently do this is through ‘bug mail’; that is, the developers subscribe to a large number of bugs and are sent email notifications whenever something in the bug changes. Unfortunately, this results in hundreds of emails per day, more than even a complex array of filters can hope to keep up with without some important updates being lost.

Based on the qualitative analysis, we identified several ways in which we hypothesized that the needs of users interacting with issue tracking could be better met, largely by easing access to key information that already exists within the system but can be hard to obtain through the web interface or email filtering alone.

We identified two groups of work items that developers are engaged with: issues and patches. Developers work with both of these on a daily basis. Issues contain bug reports and new features that need to be implemented, while patches contain the reification of issues in source code that can then be reviewed by other developers. Both the management of issues and patches are of key concerns to developers.

In this section, we describe the key information elements that developers stated a desire to keep appraised of, and we explain how these elements can change over time. One of the reasons these requests arose is that people themselves are essentially metadata on issues: a person files an issue, an issue is assigned to a person, a person comments on an issue, requests a review, and files a patch. While the issue is the central artifact, all actions on issues are generated manually by people.

3.2.1 Issues

For developers who use Bugzilla, email is the key communication mechanism for discussing bugs and the bug fixing process. Any change on an issue results in an email being sent to the developers whose names are on the issue’s CC list. For many developers, these emails are the primary means for maintaining awareness of issue evolution in the issue-tracking repository. Developers receive an email every time they submit or edit an issue, someone comments or votes on a bug, or any metadata field is altered. An individual developer can track only a limited number of bugs in their head; 10 of the developers who were interviewed wanted to be able to watch bugs and sort them by activity date. One said, “[I] would like to have a personal list of bugs without claiming them” (P8).

Many developers wanted “watch lists” for indicating their interest in an issue without taking ownership of it. Watch lists provide means to track bugs privately by adding them to their private watch list without developers having to CC themselves on the bugs. Bugs are ordered by “last touched” time as “last touched time a key metric for tracking if work is being done on a bug” (P1).

We found that developers face challenges in determining what has happened since the last time an issue was examined; this was noted by 12 participants, whose comments included: “[I want] to get info based on what has changed since last time I looked at it” (P6), and “You look at the bug and you think, who has the ball? What do we do next?” (P7).

Ultimately, developers wanted more flexibility in tracking, querying, and exploring the issues that are stored in the repository. While Bugzilla provides a web interface that developers must use to modify issues, developers also rely heavily on automated bug mail, as email clients support flexible sorting and filtering of messages. Unfortunately, in an active bug, many changes may occur simultaneously, resulting in a large number of emails, only some of which may be interesting to the developer; also an email message can be easily missed amid the deluge, causing an issue to “fall on the floor.”

To track issues effectively, developers need access to the issue and its metadata presented to them in a meaningful way. From the expressiveness concept category, we know that different developers often desire access to different pieces of metadata. In reality, these requests arise because developers are thinking about how they will filter the issue’s bug mail. What the developers seek is a customized list of issues — implemented through whatever technical means might work — that keeps track of a variety of issues and can specify how “interesting” they consider each one to be. For example, developers want a list of issues that are assigned to
them, sorted by when they last changed. Additionally, they would like lists of issues they have commented on, are CCed on, and have voted on. They would also like to be able to have component-level lists that they can then select issues to move into private watch lists to keep track of. As these issues evolve, the lists should continually update “live” so that the most recently updated issues appear first.

3.2.2 Patches and Reviews

Bug fixing tasks involve making patches. While working on an issue, developers will often split a single conceptual fix into multiple patches: “People are moving to having multiple patches rather than one large patch. This really helps with the review. Bugzilla isn’t really setup for this model” (P16). Ten developers expressed a desire to improve the way Bugzilla handles patches: “It would be good if [Bugzilla] could tell you that your patch is stale” (P13). Developers were primarily interested in tracking their own patch activity, as well as determining what patches are awaiting reviews, or who is blocking their reviews.

12 participants indicated that they felt Bugzilla is ill-suited for conducting code review: “The review system doesn’t seem to be tightly integrated into Bugzilla” (P10). A common task is determining who the “right” reviewer would be to request a review from: this may be the one having faster review turnaround or the one having a shorter review queue. In order to address this question, developers need to be informed about reviewers’ work loads and average response time: “I can be more helpful if I can better understand what people are working on and how it fits with [their tasks]” (P11). While Bugzilla keeps track of all of the reviews outstanding on all issues, developers cannot query to find out what the review queue of an individual developer is. Supporting this task is particularly important if a developer is not familiar with the module/component reviewers: “When submitting a patch for another component, it’s more difficult, he has to try to figure out who is good in that component, look up their review info” (P8).

Developers also need some means to observe and track their own tasks, such as their review queues: “He has a query that shows all his open review queue” (P16). “The review queues are very useful, he will check that every few days just to double check he didn’t miss an email” (P8).

Code review is a particularly important task, where developers do not want to miss key events related to it. While their patches are awaiting review they are effectively blocked for that issue. If their review request is missed or lost, a significant delay can result. The converse also happens, if a developer misses a review request they can block the progress of other developers.

Rather than having code review notifications flow through bug mail, the developers requested a dedicated review queue. As developers usually have a limited number of outstanding review requests, bringing these all together can ensure that none are missing; for example, in a list of five requests, the one that is a month older than the other four tends to be noticeable. Developers also wanted to be able to observe the review queues for other developers so they can estimate whether they would be able to turn around a review for them in a reasonable amount of time.

3.3 Model Summary

Our conceptual model of issue tracking is derived from the data of interviews with industrial developers, and reflects the concepts that emerged during the qualitative study described in Section 2:

Issues are work items that developers are involved with during the active development of a software system; issue tracking issue is one of the key tasks developers perform daily.

Patches are code modifications that developers “produce” to resolve issues or implement new features; a typical developer’s daily activities may include writing and tracking their own patches, as well as conducting code reviews of the patches of others.

Both issues and patches relate to the themes of task support (Section 3.1.2).

Identifying relevance involves discerning work items, such as issues and patches, that are of concern to a developer; it relates to situational awareness (described in Section 3.1.1).

Information reduction concerns filtering out irrelevant metadata fields — such as priority, severity, product, etc. — so that the more important fields — such as bug ID and summary fields for issues, and patch ID, issue ID, flags, and requester fields for patches — are more prominent; it relates to situational awareness.

Temporality concerns displaying issues sorted by the “Last touched” field, adding visual clues to the items that require attention (e.g., patches awaiting reviews), adding context to work items (e.g., what has changed on the issue?); it relates to both expressiveness (Section 3.1.3) and situational awareness.

Roles concern organizing issues by developer role on the project; roles can include bug reporter, bug fixer, and reviewer.

Ownership relates to separating issues that developers are responsible for from those in which they are only observers.

Roles and ownership information needs relate to both situational awareness and task support.

This model highlights the key information needs much desired by the industrial developers for the dashboards that are designed to overcome current limitations of the issue-tracking systems and provide developers with better awareness of their working environment.

4. DASH: REDUCING INFORMATION OVERLOAD

In this section, we present our tool organized around customized issue-tracking dashboards and describe an industrial validation of the tool.

4.1 Background

To validate the concepts that emerged from the qualitative analysis of the interview data, as well as the prototype (see Section 4.1.2) we interviewed eight (D1-D8) Mozilla developers for 20-60 minutes. None of these developers were involved in the initial set of interviews.
The developers confirmed that they face challenges keeping track of tasks they are involved with, organizing issues they are working on, “I have no way of parsing or prioritizing the component information so I can’t watch that very well” (D8). They observed that developers often created their own ad hoc solutions for organizing tasks and keeping track of issues, such as public work diaries, notes on paper, “homebrew” tools filtering bug mail, saved Bugzilla searches, mail clients with better filtering capabilities. For example, one developer explained “I use etherpad to keep track of my list of bugs for each project listed here and I move them up the chain. I put little notes on something so I can keep track of what I’m waiting for; it’s all very ad hoc” (D1). Another developer tried several applications before he “switched to paper now; [I use] paper for one-day tasks, Bugzilla for longer tasks” (D7).

Developers were keen to ensure that patches did not “fall through the cracks” (D1), and that important issues were not allowed to “fall through the cracks” (D5).

Ultimately, these interviews ended up echoing most of the major themes identified during the first round of interviews.

### 4.1.1 High-Fidelity Prototype

We have implemented a prototype of our model in the form of a personalized dashboard that provides developers with public watch lists, patch logs, and an activity history feature; the active history can help Bugzilla users maintain better awareness of the issues they are working on, as well as other issues that interest them, and common tasks they perform daily. Our solution is organized around custom views of the Bugzilla repository supporting ongoing situational awareness of what is happening on the project. Figure 3 illustrates developer dashboards; it shows a custom view of the Bugzilla repository generated for Mike Conley, a Mozilla developer.

The dashboard serves as a template for displaying information to assist in developers’ common tasks. This template contains all the key elements that are important to the developers as they capture the concepts derived from the qualitative analysis (as described in Section 3.3). There are two panels: Issues and Patches and Reviews. The Issues panel includes four tabs: Reported, for issues that are reported by a developer; Assigned, for bugs that a developer needs to resolve; CC, Comments, for issues that developer expressed interest in following up on either by putting his name on its CC list or by voting on a bug; as well as issues that the developer participated in a discussion on. The Activity panel displays the developer’s activity on the project including all issues from Assigned, Reported and CC, Comments tabs with duplicates removed. The Patches and Reviews panel consists of two tabs. The Patch Log tab displays the list of recently submitted patches, the outcome of a code review (positive or negative) with the name of the reviewer, or the current status of the patch (approval for committing the patch to the master tree) with the name of the person who set the flag. Finally, the Reviews tab shows patches that await the developer’s review, together with the name of the person who made this request and it also lists recently reviewed patches together with the review decision. The layout of the prototype displays the same information in four panels: Activity, Issues, Patch Log, and Reviews.

By default, all of the tabs are sorted by Last Touched, the timestamp of the most recent change on an issue. If the developer prefers to see the date and time, they can hover over the last touched cell.

### 4.1.2 Prototype Evaluation

This step of our study aimed at validating our high-fidelity prototype. As mentioned earlier (in Sec. 4.1), we conducted eight interviews with Mozilla developers lasting 20–60 minutes each; none of these developers had participated in the original interviews. Our interviews included questions relating to how the developers managed their daily tasks, patches, and code reviews. During the interviews, we provided the developers with our prototype, personalized for their work from the previous day. We asked the developers to comment on the prototype and how it could be extended in the future.

Our prototype focused on extracting metadata from Bugzilla and displaying it for users in a meaningful way. The intent was to provide a dashboard that developers could use throughout the day to keep track of their issues. The night before we met with the developers we generated two versions of the prototype (a four-panel layout (not shown) and a two-panel layout shown in Figure 3) that were specific to the issues they were working on at that time.

The comments made during the interviews suggest that the high-fidelity prototype was well received: “this [prototype] is really cool! I think this is great, something like this would be fantastic for sorting through all the things I need to take care of. When can I start using it?” (D6).

Developers were glad to see that most of the tasks that perform are explicitly supported: tracking issues, tracking assigned tasks, assigning reviewers, prioritizing tasks, etc. “I really like the issues watch list. I have my own custom Bugzilla queries for the four columns [Submitted, Assigned, CC, and Commented]. It’s a saved search I have but when I do use it it is hard to look through the list!” (D2). “I really like the idea of having peers tab” (D7). “Oh, and activity history so I can see everything I’ve contributed to the project” (D6).

“I like the patch log as well because I find that the bugs I care about often have active patches in them” (D2). These were all ways in which the prototype helped developers access information that was crucial to their day-to-day development tasks.

Most developers said that being able to determine what issues are assigned to them is useful to have a quick start each day. While some developers would choose to open developer dashboards once or twice during the day: “If I have small tasks more often [to visit], one big thing — once every morning and evening” (D6), others expressed interests in frequently checking dashboards for any updates: “I’d like to keep this [dashboard] open all the time, all day long” (D7). “Honestly, if we had better dashboards I would keep them open and come back to it frequently, several times a day” (D8).

During the interviews we demonstrated two versions of our prototype: a two-panel view (similar to the one shown in Figure 3) and four-panel view (not shown due to space constraints). Both versions contained the same information and tabs. The only difference was the grouping of the displayed tabs and the way in which the page was divided into the panels. Developer feedback on the page layout was unanimous that the two-panel layout of the landing page was better: “The two views make more sense. Reducing the need to scroll is good.” (D1). “I work on a mobile a lot and the
two-column one is nice because I can see a lot more data” (D6).

The interviews also revealed that further refinement of the prototype’s functionality is needed. While we expected requests for richer customization of the base template and the interface, we were surprised to hear that most improvements involved questions of expressiveness (discussed in Section 3.1.3), including:

- **A customizable template** — Developers expressed a variety of preferences for what tabs should be present by default; providing a template that developers can modify according to their individual needs is important.

- **Search functionality** — Developers stated a desire to be able to perform a quick search on the various bug fields, both the visible ones and the underlying fields that are not shown.

- **Time range options** — While custom pages were generated for the past three weeks, we received a variety of answers with respect to this setting: “3 months is useful, for thinking about our quarterly goals” (D7), “for last month” (D6), “every year or every six months is useful […] to recall things I have worked on” (D7).

Apart from some common recommendations on further improvements, we also received requests to meet the specialized needs of some developers and teams. One developer wanted support for other tasks, such as triage of issues of the component they are responsible for: “We have bi-monthly person for a week who is responsible for bug triage: review bugs, triage them — these bugs are important, these are not, check may be I have missed something” (D7). Another developer wanted to be able to send email from the landing page, e.g., to reply to a recently added comment on an issue without having to enter Bugzilla.

All of the desired improvements that were discussed in the interviews we supported in the implementation of our tool.

### 4.2 DASH Tool

To motivate and define all DASH features, we used the model (described in Section 3) that emerged from the qualitative study.

Based on our prototype and the feedback we received while validating it, we implemented a number of changes to our final tool. These modifications include:

- a component-based query to allow developers to organize work items for a particular product they are involved in,
- a time-range option to generate custom views of Bugzilla for a specific time frame, and
- a two-list layout that separates issue-tracking activities from tracking updates for patches and reviews.

These improvements enhance our model of the information needs for issue tracking (summarized in Section 3.3) by including additional features related to the topics of situational awareness and expressiveness. Further details about the architecture and implementation of DASH can be found elsewhere [35].

### 4.3 Tool Validation

To investigate the advantages of the tool for the developer over their day-to-day practices, we visited the Mozilla office again and talked to the most active users of our tool (developers A–I in Table 3).

During these interviews, we asked them to count the number of work-related emails they received the previous day from Bugzilla (carefully stating the assumption “if yesterday...”)

---

was a typical day for you”) to determine their average daily and weekly bug mail. We then generated developer-specific dashboards for each developer for the period of one week and counted the number of items displayed on the dashboard; these include issues, patches, and their reviews that the developer was involved or interested in. The results can be found in Table 3, and show that the compression of the received bug mail is over 99%.

### Table 3: Scale of bug mail and number of items displayed on the dashboard for the week-long period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developer</th>
<th>Bug mail (one week)</th>
<th>Dashboard (one week)</th>
<th>Reduction Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>99.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>99.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>99.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average:</strong></td>
<td>917</td>
<td>15</td>
<td><strong>99.97%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We then asked developers for their feedback on the relevance of the filtered information, the correctness of our filtering approach, and the accuracy of the bug mail compression ratio. Interviews with the developers confirmed that vast majority of the received emails are not relevant to their work: “Easily 200+ bug mails a day … in fact most of them I do not need to read” (B).

Seven of the nine developers we interviewed (78%) expressed a desire to use the developer dashboard in place of their bug mail, “… with a performant/live updating dashboard it seems feasible to largely replace bug mail” (B). Of the developers who wanted to continue receiving all their bug mail, one cited a need to track bug-related conversations: “One of the advantages of email is that I have a copy of the conversation that’s going on in a bug — so I don’t actually have to enter Bugzilla to read the comments. With your dashboard, I can know that a bug has had a new comment posted, but then I have to go into Bugzilla to see if it’s important. So I think that’s a slight deficiency” (A). The other developer wanted to be able to monitor component bug mail to identify new bugs he might be interested in fixing: “99% of this [bug mail] is not about bugs I’m involved in, but Bugzilla components I’m watching to see if any bugs I am interested in have come up” (D).

5. RELATED WORK

Improving Issue-Tracking Systems — The research community has provided several investigations of how issue-tracking systems can be improved. Most of this work has focused on understanding how issue management systems are being used in practice. For example, Battenburg et al. surveyed 175 developers and users from the Apache, Eclipse, and Mozilla projects to investigate what makes a good quality bug report [7]. They developed a tool that measures the quality of new bug reports and recommends ways improve their quality. Bertram et al. performed a qualitative study of the use of issue-tracking systems by small, collocated software development teams and identified a number of social dimensions to augment issue trackers with [4]. They found that an issue tracker serves not only as a database for tracking bugs, features, and requests but also as a communication and coordination hub for many stakeholders.

Several studies have suggested a number of design improvements for developing future issue-tracking tools. Just et al. [32] performed a quantitative study on the responses from the previous survey [7] to suggest improvements to bug tracking systems. Zimmermann et al. addressed the limitations of bug tracking systems by proposing four themes for future enhancements: tool-centric, information-centric, process-centric, and user-centric [44]. They proposed a design for a system that gathers information from bug reports to identify defect locations in the source code. Breu et al. quantitatively and qualitatively analyzed the questions asked in a sample of 600 bug reports from the Mozilla and Eclipse projects [9]. They categorized the questions and analyzed response rates and times by category and project, and provided recommendations on how bug tracking systems could be improved. Rastkar et al. [37] and Czarnecki et al. [16] both worked on the problem of summarizing bug reports in the Bugzilla issue-tracking systems.

We note that while existing research has provided recommendations on how such systems can be improved, there is a relative lack of efforts in providing solutions to the developers that can help them overcome shortcomings of the existing issue management systems and assist them with their daily development tasks.

Increasing Awareness in Software Development — Much of the work in this area has focused on how communication and coordination affects awareness in global software development [17, 27, 29, 31, 40]. Several tools have been developed to enhance developer awareness and understanding of large source code bases [12, 18, 19, 22, 26, 28, 38] but none of them specifically targets issue-tracking systems.

Treude and Storey [42] investigated the role of awareness tools — such as IBM’s Jazz dashboards and feeds — in supporting development activities. Their findings suggest that dashboards are used mainly to keep track of the overall project status, to provide awareness of the work of other teams, and to stir competition between teams; they found that feeds are used to track work at a small scale and to plan short term development activities. Our qualitative study (described in Section 2) also motivates the need for customized dashboards to support developers’ awareness of their immediate environment and the issues that they work with. Further, our work led to the creation of a comprehensive model of the information needs for these dashboards, instantiated it in a prototype tool, and validated this tool with industrial developers.

Cherubini et al. [13] looked at how and why developers use drawing during software development. Furthermore, Fritz and Murphy [25] studied how developers assess the relevancy of these feeds to help users deal with the vast amount of information flowing to them in this form.

Existing research also offers a number of tools [8, 11, 15, 30, 34, 43] to assist developers with daily tasks and development activities; these tools are more relevant to our research goals. FASTDash [8] offers an interactive visualization to enhance team awareness during collaborative programming tasks. Hipikat [15] provides assistance to new developers on the project by recommending relevant artifacts (source code, bug reports, emails) for a given task. The Bridge [43]
tool enables full-text search across multiple data sources including source code, SCM repositories, bug report, feature request, etc. Mylyn [34] is a task management tool for Eclipse that integrates various repositories such as GitHub, Bugzilla, JIRA, etc. It offers a task-focused interface to developers to ease activities such as searching, navigation, multitasking, planning and sharing expertise. Yoohoo [30] monitors changes across many different projects and creates a developer-specific notification for any changes in the depend-upon projects that are likely to impact their code. Similarly, Crystal [11] increases developer awareness of version control conflicts during collaborative project development.

While our tool enhances the developers’ situational awareness of their working environment, it also provides developers with the customizable means of managing a high volume of information in the issue tracking systems.

6. DISCUSSION

In this section, we describe some of the key concerns raised by developers that we have not yet investigated, along with threats to validity.

6.1 Shortcomings

Our dashboards are implemented using custom views of the issue-tracking system filtering the data to identify developer-specific items. Currently, they do not support developer needs for private watch lists. Public watch lists (aka being on the CC list) provide a mechanism to indicate interest in an issue without taking ownership. In contrast, private watch lists enable developers to privately mark bugs to watch. Unfortunately, implementing these lists is not possible within the current Bugzilla architecture; we are currently investigating ways around this.

Our tool does not currently support personal tagging. Some developers wanted the ability to group issues by whiteboard flags, “may be you could say what whiteboard flags you’re interested in. But we don’t want to get it to be replacing Bugzilla at all.” (D2) Others wanted to be able to “have them grouped by colour and sorted within the colour by date” (D5). These grouping enhancements were by far the most prevalent: developers wanted to be able to organize their issues in ways that were most relevant to them. Most developers expressed a willingness to manually move issues to specific groups if this preference could be maintained.

Bettenburg and Begel [6] recently described an automatic approach for classifying work items to reveal what is actually happening within a task. Their approach could add contextual rationale to the work items displayed on the dashboards to help developers interpret and differentiate their work activities.

6.2 Deployment

We are currently deploying our developer dashboards into the development environment of the Mozilla project. The tool is currently offered as a web-based service, hosted by one of our research group’s servers. While most of the data stored in Bugzilla is public, Mozilla is interested in moving the tool to their internal network to be able to populate confidential data, such as security bugs. We are actively working on adding new features — such as custom tagging — to the dashboard.

6.3 Threats and Limitations

The first limitation lies in the validity of our findings from the qualitative study. However, Bugzilla is widely-deployed and used by thousands of organizations, including open-source projects such as Mozilla, the Linux kernel, and Eclipse, as well as NASA, Facebook, and Yahoo. Our investigation has focused strongly on Mozilla developers using the Bugzilla issue-tracking system. While some issue trackers provide better developer-oriented support (e.g., the Bucket issue tracker allows users to tag people so they get notifications to issues they are not subscribed to), our work aims to provide guidelines that we hope can improve the information filtering ability of all issue trackers.

As with all exploratory studies, there is a chance we may have biased the categories that were identified. We tried to minimize this by coding the first three subjects independently, performing an inter-coder reliability measurement on the next three, by validating our findings with a separate group of developers along with our high-level prototype and finally by evaluating our final tool both quantitatively (usage data analysis and bug mail compression) and qualitatively (interviews with active users).

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described a qualitative study of industrial developers that identified a need for improved approaches to issue tracking. The model of these information needs was derived from the interview data in which it was “grounded”. Based on this model we designed our tool implemented in the form of developer dashboards. These developer dashboards can enable developers to better focus on the evolution of their issues in a high-traffic environment, and to more easily learn about new issues that may be relevant to them. We have proposed an approach that improves support for particular tasks individual developers need to perform by presenting them with the custom views of the information stored in the issue management system. By improving issue management systems, developers can stay informed about the changes on the project, track their daily tasks and activities. We validated our initial prototype and later our tool with Mozilla developers and received feedback on the desired information and features. We are actively improving our tool to enable it to be deployed in an industrial setting.
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